
Just some of our REVIEWS – “ACQUIESCE” 

 

The Moshville Times 

We first became aware of The Darker My Horizon at the tail end of last year when they supported 
Operation:Mindcrime at the Camden Underworld. Intrepid reviewer Katie Frost described their performance as fun 
and upbeat and came away with the band’s debut album Acquiesce. This band may be new to the Moshville Times 

but the band members may be familiar to some of you, as the guitarist and lead vocalist of Sacred Heart. 

 

The band have already chalked up some fantastic support slots such as Nazareth as well as Operation:Mindcrime 
and it’s not hard to see why. This is melodic hard rock at its best. I’ve reviewed quite a few hard rock albums in the 
past few months and there has been a tendency to lean toward 80’s style hair rock whereas The Darker My Horizon 
have more in common with bands such as Thunder and even Mr Big. With this they can manage to tread that fine 

line between heart felt melodic rock and presenting it in a good old fashioned sing along upbeat rock style. 

 

At 15 tracks long there are plenty of songs to talk about on Acquiesce but I am just going to select a few of the 
stand out tracks that really sum up the album as a whole for me. The first two of those are “Can’t Stop the Rain” 

and “OK”. 

 

What I like about the former is that it is one of those really simple rockers that would be good in any live set. It’s a 
simple rhythm but catchy, simple lyrics and solos are cast throughout the song but the progressive chord changes 
in the chorus give a real feel good factor to this song. “OK” particularly caught my attention because it its classic 
melodic metal song and I really loved the chorus. Vocally for several listens it had me guessing what it sounded 
like and it eventually hit me; it is very reminiscent of Bruce Dickinson’s “Tattooed Millionaire”. This isn’t a bad 

thing though – Bruce’s album is great and the mimicry of a particular catchy earworm from that album doesn’t go 
amiss. It’s also a great reference point to what Acquiesce is like in parts 

 

“Summer Time” instantly gets your attention. It has a simple acoustic guitar intro but the melody on the vocals is 
instantly engaging and this only improves with the introduction of the full band 30 seconds in. Again it’s a simple 

rock pop song. The chorus is strong with its ‘summer days and Summer nights’ refrain. I think it is also worth 
mentioning that there is also a heavier rock side to this album, present on songs like “Gasoline & Opium” and 

“Closer” but it is “Afraid” which is my favourite of this style. It has a great underlying more metal crunchy guitar 
throughout and demonstrates a different element to the band and one which I imagine will work well in the live mix. 

 

One of the most interesting themes on this album is that singer Paul Stead does not always write his songs from 
his own or even a man’s perspective and that is quite a refreshing thing to hear, and to be honest I can’t recall off 

the top of my head whether I have even seen this done so obviously before. The best example of this is the 
narrative song “The Road”. The songs itself is a standout track on the album but this other side perspective makes 

it an even greater song. Emotionally and musically the song grips you anyway, the guitars being low to let the 
narrative take place and then increasing the backing guitars and introducing a solo to mirror the story line and the 
actions within it. On the whole though it’s a tale of strength and moving forward from a bad situation and wining 

your way through, triumphant. “There’s Gotta Be” is also written about a lady if not form the female perspective as 
such. Just our lead character in this tale is a lady. Again its emotional and talks of strength and pulling through: 

‘There’s gotta to be a reason to make it through the night’. 



“In the Dark”, although quite late on the album, is the first pure piano led ballad. Simple in its structure, one voice, 
one piano very lightly played. Lyrically as you would expect it’s a bit of weeper, tales of lost love, missed 

opportunities. Sitting up at 3am still in love but knowing that you have blown it. This was the single that put out but 
this is definitely the lighter side of the band and although a great track the full band experience outweighs this for 

me on the whole. 

 

Acqiuesce is a great debut album and really flies the flag for British hard rock bands. This is one of those albums 
that you can play again and again and I can imagine many, many people falling engrossingly in love with some of 
the songs. The Darker My Horizon have promised they are going to follow this album up with another shortly and I 

look forward to see how they progress. In the meantime, I can see them being picked for a lot more support slots in 
the forthcoming months. Catch them now, while you still can. 

__________ 

 

Themidlandsrocks.com (Woody) 

I’m a little bit late to the party with the review of The Darker My Horizon’s debut album Acquiesce but with the band still 
pushing their debut hard prior to the impending release of its follow up what better time to get it done! This is actually the 
new band of Sacred Heart’s Paul Stead (Vocals/Guitar) and Mark Stephenson (Guitar) so many people will already be 

familiar with TDMH’s primary song writers. Sacred Heart disbanded in 2011, but why return with a different moniker, I think 
this has a lot to do with stopping preconceptions and expectations on how the band sound. That said I personally find TMDH 

to be very close stylistically to Sacred Heart and although I remember Stead saying he wished to go in a darker and tad 
heavier direction I don’t think the band have strayed too far from the core elements of what made Sacred Heart such a great 
band. Of course a new name and clean slate allows the band to experiment with their sound and not feel restricted in their 

song writing and that is apparent throughout the album. 

For me Acquiesce is probably the most accomplished album Stead & Stephenson have performed on and written in many 
ways, slicker production and improved song writing. Full of catchy songs and energizing rhythms. It’s like Sacred Heart 

coming of age so for me anyone who was a fan of them they will love TDMH. It is a new chapter for the guys and the quality 
of this album does prove as a positive statement of intent as the band forge ahead under a new moniker. 

Stephenson’s guitar sound throughout the album has an Americanised modern rock feel ala Nickelback and Shinedown and 
this gives TDMH a heavier crunching guitar sound but I would still class them as melodic rock as they have far stronger 
melodic sensibilities than bands within that genre have, not just in Stead’s smooth vocals but also in the structures and 

harmonies of many of the tracks. They are like a blend of both melodic rock and modern rock but not sitting in either genre 
easily, perhaps heavy edged melodic rock is a more accurate description. 

Whenever an album exceeds Twelve tracks I tend to find I think if they shorten the album it will have a more immediate 
impact making the album stronger minus the fluff. But at Fifteen tracks long Acquiesce doesn’t give me that same feeling, in 

fact I’d be hard pushed to decide which tracks should be cut such is the strength overall of the album. You’re definitely 
getting value for money here. 

There is a good mix of songs and the blend of heavy edged rockers, commercial tracks and ballads is done just right to give 
the album lots of variation. This is also gives plenty of opportunity to showcase the various talents within the band. 

There is a couple of re-recorded Sacred Heart tunes from their 2007 Shake album much heavier and slicker versions with 
better production which shows you just how far the band have come since then as musicians. There’s plenty to enjoy from 
the beautiful emotive ballads ‘In The Dark’ and ‘I Can’t Save You’ to the bombastic rock of ‘Closure’ and ‘There’s Gotta Be’ 

and the commercial hit in waiting ‘Can’t Stop The Rain’. 9 Out of 10 



Maximumvolumemusic.com -“Melodic rock which hits the heights” 

 

This is a band created from the ashes of Sacred Heart, namely frontman Paul Stead & lead guitarist Mark 
Stephenson and also featuring members of the Bonjovi tribute “Born to be Jovi” in the guise of bassist Max Notaro 

& drummer Gavin Tester. Completing the line up we have last but not least rhythm guitarist Alan Kirkham. 

 

The song “Closure” kicks of this 15 track offering and is about a relationship that is over but from the narrator’s 
point of view they can’t seem to understand why. and haven’t accepted it, a really gutsy anthemic track to get us 

started. 

 

“Can’t Stop The Rain” a wonderful melodic rock song follows before t “Ok” a superb upbeat and buoyant,  what I’d 
refer to as a driving song in the tradition of bands such as Thin Lizzy and The Black Star Riders. 

 

“Summer Time” is indeed what it says on the tin a great sing-along summer tune with excellent harmonies from 
these boys, this offering will have you humming and singing it for days after. 

A slight shift with ”Paradise” a bit of a heavier track highlighting the rhythm sections great range, a very Dio-esque 
mantra. 

 

“Theres Gotta Be” is up next, a real anthem of hope shining through darkness. 

 

Theres always a ballad on these things and this has one in the shape of “I Can’t Save You” about walking away 
from a destructive romance, you can almost see the mobile phones and lighters illuminating stadiums with this 

number. 

 

The next track “Such is life” – is a psychological outlook on life and all that matters narrated over a dark melody 

 

“Perfect” is a brilliant throwaway song that Def Leppard would be proud of. The lyrics about a perfect woman but 
she’s in a relationship, Well, Cast la Vie!! 

 

A song about modern war and the consequences of that conflict is brutally told in “Gasoline and Opium” the title 
explaining everything. Next up are two tracks that highlight melodic rock at its best, first is “The Road” an up 
tempo tune concerning a relationship break up,  as many do here, this is followed by “Afraid” a song about 

desiring someone from a distance but worrying that you aren’t good enough for them. 

 

“In the Dark” is another ballad reflecting on a passed love. 

 



The last proper song on the album is “Beware the Wolf” a churning tune with a optimistic message regarding 
someone who has a positive influence 

 

The final song “Rest in Peace” is a synthesizer / organ driven tune that I can only think is a nod to somebody close 
that has passed or maybe a curved ball. It certainly seems out of place. 

 

So what can you say about this album? I didn’t know who The Darker My Horizon were,  but I’m certainly glad I do 
now. A wonderful variety of styles covering subjects such as Philosophy, broken relationships, unfrequented 

romances, war, hope and fear. 

 

These boys know not only how to write a song but also deliver it.Hard rock, melodic rock, anthems and ballads are 
all delivered with aplomb. There’s something here for everybody 

 

They may be The Darker My Horizon but they have certainly brightened mine up. Rating 9/10 

__________ 

http://strutter.8m.com 

TheDarker My Horizon 'Acquiesce' (Winkelrant Records/UK Import) 

The British band The Darker My Horizon is formed around Sacred Heart members, vocalist/guitarist Paul Stead and guitarist 
Mark Stephenson, aliong with former Crimes Of Passion bassist Simon Fearn and drummer Gavin Tester. Musically 

speaking a mixture of both bands, but as these were not such well-known, let's keep it on typical 80s influenced arena 
melodic rock with catchy choruses and some great melodic singing. Think of Phil Vincent, but then better, not far removed 
from bands like Dokken, Norway, Firehouse, Know Illusion, Teer, Talon, Slyboyz, Tindrum, etc. etc. 15 songs are included 
and if you're familiar with the mentioned bands and this genre, you will definitely love such anthems like Can't stop the rain 

(hello Firehouse!!!), OK (a classic sing-a-long tune!!!) and the beautiful ballad In the dark. Make sure not to miss this gem at: 
www.thedarkermyhorizon.com 

(Points: 8.5 out of 10) 

__________ 

http://rocketqueenpromotion.blogspot.co.uk 

Fresh  music from England just in. With this debut rocking out the listener gets 15 hard rocking tracks which will rock your 
socks of. The band refers themselves to bands like Warrant, Bon Jovi for example. But in my opinion all the time i hear 

Europe Europe Europe... as Paul`s awesome voice is that close to Joey Tempest. 
 

Well some of you might know Paul from the hard rock band "Sacred Heart". In 2012 Sacred Heart officially become an outlet 
for the songs of Paul Stead. There last album was out in 2011 and it`s called Propaganda. So I do hope that there`s more 

SH on the way some time soon. To make it clear: If you liked Sacred Heart you surely will love TDMH. 
 

But now its time to talk about the generousity of this debut from The Darker My Horizon. It sounds fresh, it sounds true, it 
just sounds pure. Catchy tunes with clear vocals .. so what do you want? The band was working hard to get this going and it 

paid off in the end. Congratulations. So better pre-order your copy now at the official band page 

 

http://strutter.8m.com/
http://rocketqueenpromotion.blogspot.co.uk/
http://www.reverbnation.com/sacredheartband


http://rockunitedreviews.blogspot.co.uk 

Review by Kimmo Toivonen 

Rating: 4/5 

Paul Stead and Mark Stephenson were the core of SACRED HEART, who put out a few of self-financed albums few years 
ago. The band’s sound was very much in the Firehouse/Warrant vein, although without the polished major label production. 

Eventually the band called it quits, but now Paul and Mark are giving it another go with The Darker My Horizon. 

With TDMH, the guys have updated the style and the sound to something a bit heavier and more contemporary. Paul Stead 
names Chad Kroeger of Nickelback as one of his main influences and you can easily hear that, many of the songs have a 

strong Nickelback vibe. Thankfully Stead & Co have been more influenced by the melodic side of theirs instead of the dumb 
beer-driven ”dude rock”. And yeah, the ”old” influences are still lurking in the background, which isn’t a bad thing at all. 

With 15 songs, ”Acquiesce” might be a bit too long an album for its own good, but it’s still the best bunch of songs the guys 
have come up with so far. Let’s put it this way - one can put together a solid 10 or 12 track ”four R” album out of the songs. 

Compared to the Sacred Heart material there’s more variety in these songs, apart from the Nickelback’ish songs there’s 
semi-acoustic melodic rock á la Firehouse (”Summer Time”), late eighties’ type of a power ballad (”I Can’t Save You”) and a 
delicate piano ballad ”In The Dark”. The weirdest song of the album is the closing track ”Rest In Peace” which fuses EDM 
elements with rock. It could’ve been a successful combination if the song itself had had a lot more meat around its bones, 

now it sounds more like an outro. 

The production is pretty good, although some of the keyboard parts have been criminally buried under the crunch of the 
guitars. 

Denis Abello of www.melodicrock.it 8.5 out of 10 

__________ 

www.getyourrockout.co.uk 

Remember the name Paul Stead because if you’re a fan of vocalists such as Ronnie James Dio then the chances are you’re 
going to love this guy’s voice.  How the art of clean powerful singing needed a new champion and dear lord this guy fits the 

bill.  Of course it helps that Stead has a great bunch of musicians around him and that combined they write stirring rock 
music of the kind many thought was dying out.  Acquiesce may mean to accept something reluctantly but I’d defy any true 

rock fan not to love this record without any hesitation. 

With a heavy nod towards the flares and long hair of the seventies this is a record that has to work hard to overcome feeling 
dated.  While the writing might have its eye on the rear view mirror the song structure and use of modern production 

techniques is bang up to date.  This means that the appeal is widened to include not only oldies but a whole new generation 
of rock fans too.  Don’t forget the likes of Def Leppard and Kiss are still very much in demand from younger fans, but so is 

the need for new blood, the bands to replace Elliott, Stanley and co when they finally hang up their stage gear. 

For The Darker My Horizon it’s early days yet but if quality was measured in record deals then this lot would be snapped up 
in the blink of an eye.  They are clearly experienced musicians, their ability to write and play gives the game away there. 
That’s only half the story though because they also have a togetherness that can’t be learned, they sound like they are 

destined to do well, they sound like the best bands from years ago.  They also have a singer that will make even the 
grumpiest of purists smile.  All The Darker My Horizon need now is a little bit of luck, the right person hearing them at the 

right time, and based on this superb debut they deserve all the luck that comes their way. 

 

 

http://rockunitedreviews.blogspot.co.uk/
http://www.melodicrock.it/


www.getreadytorock.me.uk 

A new band maybe, but they feature two former members of Sacred Heart in vocalist/guitarist Paul Stead and guitarist Mark 

Stephenson. Former Crimes Of Passion bassist Simon Fearn and drummer Gavin Tester round out the line-up. 

One thing that is apparent with the Darker My Horizon is that although the main songwriter Paul Stead has kept the melodic 

side of Sacred Heart, there is a distinctive metallic edge to most to the songs on here. A more modern rock sound of say 

Shinedown on the get up and go riffery of ‘Can’t Stop The Rain’ and then you have the more straight ahead melodic rock of 

‘Summer Time’ (nice uplifting chorus on this one and perfect for airplay). There is even some classic 80′s party rock in the 

shape of ‘Perfect’, think Warrant meets a cleaner version of Steel Panther! 

There are a couple of ballads, pick of them is ‘In The Dark’ – a reflective lyric and the piano adds to the overall feel of the 

song. ‘Rest In Peace’ is an interesting one, with a synth dance beat underpinning the song and a high end vocal . May 

surprise some listeners but as I have eclectic musical tastes I did like this a lot! The instrumental part melds synths and a 

few guitar solos to great effect. 

The harder edge of the band shows on ‘Gasoline & Opium’, loving the Zakk Wylde approved riff on this one. ‘The Road’ is a 

clever song, starting quietly with a bass, percussion and synth before the full band kicks on the chorus. One of the album’s 

guitar solo highlights on this song. 

A big step up both musically and in the songs from Sacred Heart, The Darker My Horizon deserve a listen and if you liked 

Sacred Heart and modern hard rock then off you go to their website.  A confident and assured debut. 4/5 

__________ 

FIREWORKS MAGAZINE / www.rocktopia.co.uk 

You can do little wrong in buying this great slice of British Melodic Rock. 

Over the years I've been a big fan of the U.K. act Sacred Heart and I always felt, for whatever reason, that they were never 
given a fair crack of the whip. Unfortunately, due to the lack of strong record company backing, the band broke up and it 
looked like that was that. SH's main man Paul Stead had other ideas however and over recent months he seems to have 
been bitten once again by the song-writing bug and, with new band The Darker My Horizon, he has come charging back 

with a brand new album 'Acquiesce'. 
 

The first thing you notice as you play the album (and Stead has mentioned this to me) is the production, which (I consider) 
for the first time really showcases what he and his compatriots are truly capable of. The guitars and especially the vocals 

sound more beefed up and intense than anything I've heard from Stead before. The next thing you'll notice about 
'Acquiesce' is that every one of the fifteen tracks that make up the album has a massive hook-line, ones that you'll be able to 

sing along to after just a couple of listens. 
 

With fifteen songs, the question is where to start? Firstly, there is the infectious, summertime, feel good romp that is 'OK', a 
song that has a classy riff and a big chorus which draws you in every time you hear it. Two more selections worth 

highlighting are the glorious semi-ballad 'Summer Time', where Stead shows that he's no slouch in the vocal department, 

http://www.getreadytorock.me.uk/
http://www.rocktopia.co.uk/


and 'Paradise' with its forceful guitar riff and hook to die for; the latter really showcases what TDMH are all about. Finally 
there's one of my personal favourites, namely the brooding 'There's Gotta Be', which is a tale about a woman with a broken 
heart looking to just make it through another night without her lover. The lyrics in this song are intelligent, yet they have a 
dark edge to them and if you have ever loved in your life, you'll understand where they are coming from; it's a really great 

song. 
 

Now it would be easy to keep on writing about the other wonderful songs that you can find on 'Acquiesce', space I'm afraid 
doesn't permit this. So instead, I will close out by stating that I think The Darker My Horizon are a band who are good 
enough to take their place alongside the other new U.K. Rock acts that have released albums recently. If you've liked 

anything by In Faith, AOK or Night By Night, then you can do little wrong in buying this great slice of British Melodic Rock. 
 

Ian Johnson 

__________ 

http://sinisterangelsrealm.blogspot.co.uk 

 

THE DARKER MY HORIZON may be a new band from UK, but the guys involved are not newcomers at all into the scene: 
vocalist/guitarist Paul Stead and Mark Stephenson (guitar) are former members of the now disbanded Sacred Heart. Add to 
the line-up former Crimes Of Passion bassist Simon Fearn and experienced drummer Gavin Tester, and you have a combo 

of seasoned musicians here. 

 
"Acquiesce" is the debut CD from The Darker My Horizon, a very welcomed band to the Melodic Hard Rock world. 

One thing that is apparent with The Darker My Horizon is that although main songwriter Paul Stead has kept the melodic 
side of Sacred Heart, there is a distinctive edge to most to the songs on here.  

 
Drawing their influences from modern arena bands like Hinder and classic hard rock artists such as Warrant or Bon Jovi, 

The Darker My Horizon bring you melody, power & catchy choruses. 

 
You can hear a modern approach on some tracks, like the get up and go riffery of "Can't Stop The Rain", but most the 

material here waters from early '90s melodic hard rock. 

 
Just check the instant, straight ahead melodic rock of "Summer Time" (title says it all) with a wonderful uplifting chorus 

perfect for airplay. Or "OK", a fun rocker with some Waltham on its infectious chorus. 

 
There is even some classic '80s party rock in the shape of "Perfect", think Warrant meets the rocking side of early Winger!  

Seriously, Paul Stead's vocals will remind you several times the late Jani Lane (Warrant). 

 
"Rest In Peace" is an interesting one, with a synth arrangement and a catchy beat underpinning the song and a high end 
vocal. May surprise some listeners but adds more variation to the album with its coolness. The instrumental part melds 

synths and a few guitar solos to great effect. 

 
The harder edge of The Darker My Horizon shows on "Gasoline & Opium" (loving the Zakk Wylde approved riff on this one), 

the sharp riffs of "There’s Gotta Be" - where melody meets hard rock resulting in a powerful melodic hard rock tune. 
Then "The Road" is a clever song, starting quietly with a bass, percussion and synth before the full band kicks on the 

chorus. One of the album’s guitar solo highlights on this song. 



There are a couple of ballads, pick of them is "In The Dark", with a reflective lyric and where the piano adds to the overall 
feel of the song. 

 
 After seeing the name The Darker My Horizon on the CD cover I was expecting a 'metallic' band from this new venture by 
Paul Stead / Mark Stephenson, instead on their debut "Acquiesce" I found a powerful, kicking Melodic Hard Rock album. 

Taking inspiration from bands which made the genre big at their time but with a potent & vibrant modern production, 
"Acquiesce" results damn catchy and melodic, plenty of substance. 

 
If acts like 7th Heaven, Waltham, Degreed, Find Me, the great Dion Bayman, etc - that is bands with a strong late '80s / 

early '90 influences but a modern sound - are your thing, then The Darker My Horizon are right up your alley. 
 

Well worth checking out! Rating - 8/10 

__________ 

Platinum Rock Radio (Paul Nicholls) 

Formed late last year (2014), The Darker My Horizon, by ex-members of Sacred Heart Paul Stead (Lead Vocals / Guitar) 
and Mark Stephenson (Lead / Rhythm Guitars) joined by Gavin Tester (Drums) Max Notaro (Bass) and Alan Kirkham ( 
Acoustic / Additional Guitar) List their influences as Nickelback, Jovi, Europe, Whitesnake, Hinder and a host of heavy 

hitters. 

 
You might think with such a diverse list of influences that the music might be a mish-mash of disjointed styles, yet, and here 
is the difference between an influence and a direction, The Darker My Horizon have come up with a cohesive and distinctive 

sound of their own . 

 
Drawing on all the above influences and a heavy dose of classic British Rock ‘Acquiesce’ delivers crunching guitars when 
needed and subtlety in equal measures. Sounding very much like a band that has been releasing albums for a good while, 

the album is accomplished and polished (but not too much). There is still dirt beneath the nails of this band. When they 
decide to show a softer side as on “I Can’t Save You” they do so while avoiding the classic clichés , great chorus , great 

harmonies (but not overblown and un-reproducable live). 

 
Very much a live band, The Darker My Horizon are often to be found playing around the UK (go see them if they appear 

near you). 

 
A very good debut album which is deserving of a wider audience and should please fans of latter day Europe and still have 

the power to interest fans of the newer crop of rockers, ‘Acquiesce’ should have a place on your shelves. 

 


